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In the present work, change in speckle-pattern of linearly polarized light passed through graphene-covered optical
fiber placed in external magnetic field is investigated. The possibility of magnetic speckle-pattern rotation suppres-
sion and inverse speckle-pattern rotation effect is shown. This effect can be controlled by a chemical potential of
graphene layer, which can be changed easily by a gate voltage, for example. For quartz optical fiber at wavelength
0.633 μm, core diameter 9 μm, and fiber length 5 cm, an inverse rotation value of 17° is reached at chemical potential
of graphene layer about 1 eV and magnetic field strength 30 kOe. Results of the work may be useful for different
magneto-optics, opto-electronics, and photonics applications. © 2015 Optical Society of America
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It is well known that when light is traveling into the
gyrotropic medium, its polarization plane rotates due
to Faraday effect. In [1], the possibility of observable
speckle-pattern (radiation distribution at cross-section
of the fiber) rotation of light passed through the gyro-
tropic optical fiber placed in longitudinal magnetic field
has been predicted. It has been shown as well that modes
corresponding to the meridional rays are mainly respon-
sible for the rotation of the speckle-pattern. Then such an
effect has been observed experimentally for linearly
polarized light traveling through low-mode quartz fiber
placed in longitudinal magnetic field [2]. Some theoreti-
cal explanations of the effect based on peculiarity theory
approach have been made in works [3,4]. Method of
detecting magnetic field variation employing the rotation
of the speckle-pattern has been proposed and imple-
mented experimentally [5].
Nowadays, great attention of researchers is attracted

by graphene—two-dimensional honey-comb-like carbon
lattice [6–10]. Graphene layer can support both TE- and
TM-polarized highly localized surface plasmon polaritons
[11–15]. Multilayer graphene-based structures have a
number of interesting properties, including waveguide
ones [16–18]. Structures based on graphene and gyro-
tropic materials have some features as well [19,20].
This present work is devoted to investigation of

how coating of fiber core by graphene layer will affect
speckle-pattern rotation. Investigation showed the
possibility of inverse speckle-pattern rotation of linearly
polarized light in such a fiber. This effect can be con-
trolled be chemical potential of graphene layer. Investi-
gated features may have both fundamental interest
(interaction of light polarization with its trajectory) and
various practical applications (determining the proper-
ties of graphene by the angle of the speckle-pattern rota-
tion, for photonics and optoelectronics devices, etc.).
We will consider a round gyrotropic fiber with radius

and a, length l, and step-like refractive index profile,
wherein graphene layer is placed between core and shell
of the fiber (see. Fig. 1). To solve the problem, one has to

solve Maxwell’s equations with material equations and
boundary conditions at r � a:

�Ec − Esh� × n � 0; �Hc −Hsh� × n � 4πj∕c. (1)

Lowerscripts “c” and “sh” denote the fields in core and
shell of the fiber, respectively, n is a normal vector,
directed from core to shell of the fiber, j is a surface cur-
rent density in graphene layer, and c is speed of light in
vacuum. For optical frequencies, we may assume that
both core and shell of the fiber are nonmagnetic (mag-
netic susceptibility is scalar μ � 1). Electric permittivity
tensor ε̂ for gyrotropic medium has a form
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Let us assume that fields E and H have a harmonical
time dependence ∼exp�iωt�, where ω is the circular fre-
quency. In such a case, for traveling along z-axis, wave
components of the electromagnetic field may be repre-
sented in cylindrical system of coordinates [21,22]

E;H �
X∞

m�−∞

XNm

n�0

E;Hm;n�r� exp�imφ − iβm;nz�: (3)

Here, Em;n�r� and Hm;n�r� are the radial distributions
of electric and magnetic fields of mode with number m,
and traveling along z-axis with propagation constant
βm;n. For core of the fiber such distribution is a superpo-
sition of Bessel’s functions Jm�κi;m;nr�, i � 1; 2, and
its derivatives. For shell of the fiber, one has to use
McDonald’s functions Km�ξi;m;nr�, i � 1; 2 instead of
Bessel’s ones. κi;m;n and ξi;m;n have a meaning of the
transverse propagation constants. These values may be
expressed through the βm;n:
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In Eq. (4), the following notations have been intro-
duced: ε⊥ � ε − ε2a∕ε, k0 � ω∕c is a wavenumber of
electromagnetic wave in vacuum. Solutions number of
this equation is Nm. Putting electromagnetic field in form
Eq. (3) with taking into account Eq. (4) into the boundary
conditions Eq. (1), we will obtain characteristic equation
for mode with number m. Solving this equation, we can
determine the propagation constants βm;n.
For numerical calculations we will use parameters for

quartz fiber [2]: core radius a � 4.5 μm, core refractive
index nc � �εc�1∕2 � 1.47, shell refractive index nsh �
�εsh�1∕2 � 1.466, let us assume that ε∥ � ε. Verde con-
stants of core and shell will be considered as equals. They
define an antisymmetric part of the electric permittivity
εa � VH0λε

1∕2∕π. For quartz fiber, V � 4.1 · 10−10 rad∕
�Gs μm�. Wavelength of light λ � 0.633 μm (the wave-
length of the He-Ne laser). The fiber with core radius
4.5 μmworks in few-mode regime at wavelength 0.633 μm
[2–5]. Increasing the fiber diameter leads to increase
the number of modes. As will be seen below, this is no
crucial for the effect.
Characteristic equation has a form:
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Expressions for aij, j � 3; 4 may be obtained by
change in (5) κi → ξi, κ2i → −ξ2i , Jm�κia� → Km�ξia�.
Equation (5) may be solved numerically by iterative New-
ton method. So, we will have propagation constants βm;n,
κi;m;n, and ξi;m;n. Putting this constants in Eq. (3), we will
get the field distribution, and the problem will be solved.

Let us consider an input electromagnetic field

E0x ∼ exp
�
−

�r − a∕2�2
a2∕4

�
cos�φ� exp�iωt − ik0z�;

E0y � 0: (6)

For such input distribution, only four modes with
m � �2, n � 1; m � 0, n � 1; 2 may be exited.
Speckle-pattern Ix � ExE	

x of input distribution is shown
on Fig. 1.

Conductivity of graphene layer may be calculated by
the formulas [23]:
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Here, ℏ is the Plank’s constant, f �ζ� � �exp��ζ − μch�∕
kBT� � 1�−1 is the Fermi–Dirac distribution, μch is the
chemical potential of graphene layer, kB is the
Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature, and Γ is
the electron’s collisions rate. Chemical potential may be
changed, for example, by doping or gate voltage. It is well
known that there is some critical value of the chemical
potential, when real part of the graphene conductivity
sharply decreases and imaginary part becomes positive
(see Fig. 2). Such a feature has a place when photon en-
ergy ℏω is close to the interband absorption threshold
∼2μch. When imaginary part of graphene conductivity is
positive, graphene layer can support both TE- and TM-
polarized plasmon polaritons [11] [indeed, authors [11]
showed, that plasmon polaritons of both polarizations
may exist at negative imaginary part of conductivity, but
they used time dependence of the fields ∼ exp�−iωt�,
when we use ∼ exp�iωt�].

Nonzero real part of conductivity becomes a reason of
energy dissipation when electromagnetic wave is guided
by the fiber (propagation constants βm;n are complex).
Analytical calculations show that characteristic equation
has a term with multipliermσεa [multipliers σa31;2 in (5)].
So, when sign of the conductivity is changed, relation
between phase speeds for modes with different m signs
is changed as well. Calculations show that at negative

Fig. 1. Scheme of graphene-coated optical fiber and input
speckle-pattern distribution.
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imaginary part of conductivity (like usually for metals
and semiconductors), phase speed of modes with nega-
tive m is greater than speed of modes with m > 0. The
same situation has a place for noncoated fiber. This is
the reason of the clockwise speckle-pattern rotation
(looking along wave guiding direction). Change in sign
of imaginary part of conductivity leads to change of
graphene contribution to mode’s phase speeds (modes
with m < 0 are slowing down, with m > 0 are speeding
up). This decreases speckle-pattern rotation, and at some
conditions, it may cause an inverse speckle-pattern rota-
tion (counterclockwise speckle-pattern rotation). One
can also note that for single-mode fiber (only one mode
with m � 0 may propagate in the fiber), speckle-patter
rotation cannot be observed. So, few-mode regime is
essential for the effect observation.
Chemical potential dependence of real and imaginary

parts of graphene, speckle-pattern Ix�x; y� for fiber
length 5 cm, magnetic field value H0 � 30 kOe, and dif-
ferent values of chemical potential of graphene layer are
shown on Fig. 2. Figure 2 shows speckle-pattern for non-
coated fiber as well. One can see that graphene coating
may compensate the rotation of the speckle-pattern
typical for a gyrotropic fiber without graphene. When
imaginary part of conductivity reaches a maximum
[μch ≈ 1 eV, see Fig. 2], speckle-pattern rotates counter-
clockwise (rotation angle is about 4.7° counterclockwise;
for noncoated fiber rotation angle is about 12.5° clock-
wise). Total effect of graphene coating is a counterclock-
wise rotation on angle about 17° for fiber length 5 cm,
magnetic field 30 kOe, and chemical potential of gra-
phene layer 0.98 eV. The maximum of intensity is
changed as well. This fact may be explained by superpo-
sition of Faraday and Cotton−Mouton effects.
Note that values of chemical potential we used for

calculation (μch ∼ 1 eV) may be easily reachable in ex-
periments [6–8]. Nowadays, characteristic length of the
graphene layers that can be produced is about some
microns. Our calculations show that for some evident

effect, coated fiber of some centimeters length is needed.
However, it is not essential to coat the fiber core by a
single continuous graphene layer for the effect observa-
tion. It is necessary to have very thin layer of material
with a positive imaginary part of conductivity. Several
graphene layers can be used for such purposes. In addi-
tion, we used material parameters of the quartz fiber
from experiment [2]. Choice of material for the fiber with
a larger Verdet constant may enhance the effects ob-
served, and hence reduce the required length of the fiber
and magnetic field strength. For example, the Verdet con-
stant of rare-earth-doped YIG commonly used in the mag-
netooptics is about 3–5 orders of magnitude larger than
values we used in our calculations [24–28]. Figure 3
shows comparison of the speckle-pattern rotation effect

Fig. 2. Chemical potential dependence of real and imaginary parts of graphene conductivity, speckle-pattern Ix�x; y� for fiber
length 5 cm, magnetic field value H0 � 30 kOe, and different values of chemical potential of graphene layer, dependence of
the rotation angle from the chemical potential value near the interband threshold.

Fig. 3. Comparison of the speckle-pattern rotation effect for
fiber length 1 cm, magnetic field strength 10 kOe, and different
Verdet constants.
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for fiber length 1 cm, magnetic field strength 10 kOe, and
different Verdet constants. One can see that for quartz
fiber Verdet constant V � 4.1 · 10−10 rad∕�Gs μm�, there
is not any evident speckle-pattern rotation for both non
coated and graphene-coated fibers. For Verdet constant
two times greater V � 4.1 · 10−8 rad∕�Gs μm�, there is
clockwise speckle-pattern rotation for noncoated fiber
on about 31°. Graphene coating has an effect of inverse
speckle-pattern rotation on about 19.6° clockwise. So,
graphene coating leads to counterclockwise rotation
on angle about 11°.
In conclusion, note that external magnetic field have

different effects for different modes of propagating
waves. In the present Letter, we investigated only modes
with m � 0;�2. For each m, there are Nm different
waves with propagation constants βm;n. Electromagnetic
field at fixed fiber length is a superposition of all such
waves, so speckle-pattern will strictly depend on the
fiber length. All these features have to be investigated
more deeply. Results of such investigation will be pub-
lished elsewhere soon.
Finally, our study showed the possibility of linearly

polarized light speckle-pattern manipulation by both
magnetic field and chemical potential of graphene chang-
ing (for example, by a gate voltage). This possibility may
be used for light manipulation in various opto-electronic
and photonics applications. By the other hand, one can
measure coating layer properties by speckle-pattern
rotation angle, or suppress magnetic speckle-pattern
rotation, when it is necessary.

This work was supported by RFBR grant # 13-07-00462;
numerical modeling was supported by Russian Science
Foundation award # 14-22-00279.
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